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JANUARY 2021

Dear Pupil,
This information booklet is addressed mainly to your parents or carers because they have less access to
the advice that is available to you at the school. Of course, the information is very much for your
benefit and I hope that you read it carefully.
The decisions that you make now about the optional subjects you choose to study in Years 10 and 11
are crucial as they affect your future studies and career. I hope that your choices will be the result of a
joint decision between yourself and your family but please do not be afraid to consult your teachers or
Careers Officer if you have any questions.
There will be a Virtual Information Video released on Friday 29th January 2021 to accompany this
booklet. You will be able to access this through the school website. It will contain a brief overview of
the option process and specific details for each option subject.
In September your child will be starting two-year Key Stage 4 courses which will lead to their GCSE and
other qualifications. I am sure that you will be closely involved in the choices your daughter or son will
make in the coming weeks and I hope that this prospectus will be of some help.
Many parents ask on what basis their child should choose a subject. There is no easy answer but, as a
family, you might consider the following:
•

Will your child be receiving a broad and balanced education? There can be dangers in overspecialising at too young an age.

•

Are the subjects chosen suitable for the career your child may have in mind? Again, too narrow
a curriculum can restrict choices at sixteen.

•

Does your child like the subject? It is very difficult for any pupil to devote the amount of work
needed at Key Stage 4 if there is no enjoyment in the subject.

•

Is your child good at the subject? No-one expects every pupil to achieve top grades and every
course is available to children of all abilities but it is often (though not always) wise to match
choices to aptitude in the subject.

•

Once the options have been chosen the time tabling and staffing are finalised to accommodate
the students’ choices. At this point any changes are almost impossible to make. Therefore, it is
very important that you are fully engaged in the options process and your child has made well
informed decisions.

Once choices have been made, you will need to complete the Options Form. Instructions about how to
do this are at the back of this booklet. Pupils are required to complete the form at the back of this
booklet, which should be handed to your Form Tutor in person by Friday 19th March 2021. We have
extended the time you would normally have to choose your options this year, due to the school
closures relating to the pandemic. This will give you a longer time to discuss your choices and contact
your teacher, should you need to get a better understanding of the subject or your suitability for it. If a
school closure is still in place, then please email your choices, to Mr Goodman using,
philip.goodman@corpuschristihigh.school in the following format:
1. Name of Option 1

2. Name of Option 2

3. Name of Option 3

4. Name of Reserve Option

Please also include your child’s name and registration class
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THE NEXT STEPS
Over the coming weeks you and your daughter or son will need to choose two or three optional subjects
to be studied alongside the compulsory core subjects.
1.

Please select three subjects or two subjects if your child wants to study SWEET, and one reserve
option.

2.

Fill in the form, showing their choice of subjects and ensure it is handed in to your child's Form
Tutor by Friday 19th March 2021. If school remains closed due to the pandemic, please email
your choices to philip.goodman@corpuschristihigh.school as mentioned on the previous page.
It is of the utmost importance that this deadline is adhered to. It is at this point that the
options, classing and staffing are decided. It becomes very difficult to accommodate changes
in options after this point, and we would not want any pupils left disappointed with their
options they have chosen.
There is a copy of this form at the back of this booklet which you might wish to complete and
keep as a record of your child's choices.

3.

The school will then put the subjects into three groups to satisfy as many of the pupils' choices
as possible. Strenuous efforts are made to accommodate the greatest number of pupils.
However, the option groupings might make original choices impossible. Pupils are therefore
required to indicate their preferred reserve choice.
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THE YEAR 10 CURRICULUM
The curriculum followed by all pupils at Key Stage 4 satisfies the requirements of the National
Curriculum. This means that certain subjects are compulsory - called core subjects - and others are
optional. Pupils must choose three optional subjects (SWEET would take up 2 options).

Core Subjects
Religious Studies
English & English Literature
Mathematics & Mathematics Numeracy
Core Science
Core Physical Education
Welsh

Level
GCSE
Two GCSEs
Two GCSEs
Two GCSEs
Non-examinable
GCSE

Option Subjects

Level
GCSE
Entry Level
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
Level 1/2 Award
Entry Level
GCSE
GCSE
Level 1/2 Award
GCSE
GCSE
GCSE
BTEC
GCSE
Level 2 Award

Art
Art - Creative, Media & Performance Arts
Computing
Design & Technology (3D Drawings)
Design & Technology (Product Design)
Drama
French
Geography
History
Health and Social Care, Childcare
Home Economics: Catering & Hospitality
Humanities
Digital Technology
Music
Performing Arts
Physical Education
Separate Sciences (Triple Science)
Spanish
SWEET
Skills Challenge (Welsh Baccalaureate)
Workplace & Finance

*Please note that Welsh Baccalaureate is now being offered as an optional subject and not a core
subject as previous years.
I have some further questions. Where do I go?
Please view the Virtual Options Evening available from the school website from Friday 29th January
2021. The video will start with a brief introductory talk from Mr Harris to explain the process. Then,
teacher representatives of those optional GCSE subjects will present specific information relating to
their course. You may also wish to speak with your child’s subject teachers too. Pupils can speak to
them when they are in school, or you can email them directly.
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ADDITIONAL NEEDS PROVISION
The ALNCO organises and monitors Additional Support programmes including 'Home Based' and School
Based interventions, which involves identifying and assisting those pupils with Additional Needs so that
they reach their full potential.
Programmes will follow through to Year 10 and 11 if needed. These involve graduated responses
according to stage and category of need.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Differentiation in subject areas (meeting individual learning needs)
Withdrawal lessons in Maths and Literacy
Specialist teaching
Exam Access Arrangements
Specialist Resources
‘SWEET’ BTEC – Personal & Social Development Programme
LEVEL 2 qualification in Personal Finance.

‘SWEET’
For those pupils who may find some difficulty in accessing the full range of GCSE/BTEC options, the
‘SWEET’ course is available to meet their individual needs.
Exam Access Arrangements (Please refer to exam Access Arrangements Policy)
The purpose of an access arrangement is to ensure, where possible, that barriers to assessment are
removed for a disabled candidate preventing him/her from being placed at a substantial disadvantage
as a consequence of persistent and significant difficulties. The integrity of the assessment is
maintained, whilst at the same time providing access to assessments for a disabled candidate.
Although access arrangements are intended to allow access to assessments, they cannot be granted
where they will compromise the assessment objectives of the specification in question. For example,
the use of a practical assistant will not normally be allowed when practical skills are being tested.
Candidates may not require the same access arrangements in each specification. Subjects and their
methods of assessments may vary, leading to different demands of the candidate. The need for access
arrangements will be considered on a subject-by-subject basis.
Access arrangements will always be processed at the start of the course. Candidates will then know
what is available and have the access arrangement(s) in place for examinations and controlled
assessments/coursework. Arrangements must be approved before an examination or assessment.
Pupils are formally tested in Year 9 (June). A number of standard tests are used to identify specific
needs.
The arrangements put in place will reflect the support given to the candidate in the centre, for example:
o
o
o
o
o

In the classroom; or
Working in small groups for reading and/or writing; or
Literacy support lessons; or
Literacy intervention strategies; and/or
In internal school tests and mock examinations
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Some candidates with disabilities and learning difficulties are likely to have a number of needs and they
may require a range of access arrangements i.e.:
Behavioural, Emotional and Social Development Needs
Supervised rest breaks

A prompter

Separate invigilation

Alternative accommodation arrangements

Extra time

A Word Processor

A computer reader or a reader

A Scribe

Cognitive and Specific Learning Disabilities
Supervised rest breaks

Extra time

A computer reader or reader

A Word Processor

A scribe

A Prompter

A Practical Assistant

Coloured overlays

Coloured/enlarged papers

Papers with modified language

Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Speech, Language and Communication
Supervised rest breaks

Extra time

A Computer reader or reader

An Oral Language Modifier or Sign Language Modifier

Papers with modified print and/or modified language
A Word Processor

A Scribe

Sensory and Physical Needs
Supervised rest breaks

Extra time

A Computer reader or reader

A Word Processor

A Scribe

A live speaker

An Oral Language Modifier or a Sign Language Interpreter
A Practical Assistant
Braille papers, papers with modified print and/or modified language
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SWEET - An innovative, flexible BTEC qualification in Personal and Social Development
Sweet* is a learning and skills development programme offering a specialist BTEC Level 1 or 2
qualification in Personal & Social Development (PSD).
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level 1 or 2 (GCSE Equivalent)
Designed to achieve all learning outcomes for PSHE and Welsh Baccalaureate Skills Challenges
No Examination – Portfolio based personalised approach to learning
Designed to engage learners of all abilities
Contributes to Performance Measures
95% Success Rate in Wales

Who is it for?
At Corpus Christi it is designed for those students who struggle to cope with a wide range of formal
examinations. It is adapted to meet individual learning needs and styles.
The Value of SWEET* PSD
•
•

Level 1 GCSE Equivalent (D-G Grade)
Level 2 GCSE Equivalent (A-C Grade)

The Structure of SWEET* PSD
The core themes of both curricula are embedded across 8 chapters. The first 5 chapters are focussed on
PSE resulting in a BTEC Level 1 Award (min. 6 credits). The pupils study Personal Identity Managing
Relationships, Healthy Living, Moving Forward and Money Matters
The final 3 chapters offer 2 pathways (Level 1 or 2) reflecting the Welsh Baccalaureate Skills Challenges
and achieves a full BTEC Certificate qualification (min. 13 credits). The pupils study Global Citizenship,
Community and Enterprise &Employability

Level 2 Qualification in Personal Finance
As part of the course, the pupils will also have the opportunity to follow the BTEC Life in Financial
Education (LIFE); allowing them to gain another qualification, equivalent to a GCSE (B Grade)

If you would like any further information, please contact Mrs Chidley (ALNCO)
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CORE SUBJECTS
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION – WJEC
Religious studies is a core subject and is taken by all pupils in our Catholic school. The course will enable
learners to gain knowledge and understanding of two religions. Catholic Christianity and Judaism. The
course takes a distinctive thematic based approach to the study of the two faith traditions. It integrates
a 75% study of Catholic Christianity, with a 25% study of Judaism. The first paper, Unit 1 is entitled
Religion and Philosophical Themes. The second paper, Unit 3 is entitled Catholic Christianity and Ethical
Themes. The thematic approach to the course will require learners to contrast Catholic responses to
philosophical and ethical questions, with answers given by other Christian denominations and answers
given by those subscribing to non-religious world views.

YR 10 Unit 1: Religion and Philosophical Themes
Written examination: 2 hours. 50% of qualification.

(126 marks)

Part A: All candidates must study the two core beliefs, teachings and two specified practices of Catholic
Christianity
Candidates studying Catholic Christianity must also study a further two specified beliefs, teachings and
two practices from the Jewish perspective.
Part B: All candidates must study the two philosophical themes (below) from the perspective of Catholic
Christianity.
Life and death
Good and evil
Candidates studying Catholic Christianity must also study the two philosophical themes from the Jewish
perspective.
All candidates must consider non–religious beliefs, such as those held by Humanists and Atheists (this
will be explicitly assessed in the (d) question in the Life and Death theme.)

YR 11 Unit 3: Catholic Christianity and Ethical Themes
Written examination: 2 hours. 50% of qualification.

(126 marks)

Part A: Candidates must study the four core beliefs/teachings and the four specified practices of
Catholic Christianity.
Part B: Candidates must study the two ethical themes (below) from the perspective of Catholic
Christianity.
Relationships
Human rights
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WHY FOLLOW A RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COURSE?
Religious Education is, of course central to the purpose of a Catholic school and all young people need
to develop spiritually and morally. Religious Studies leads to a national qualification but it is also much
more than an academic subject.

•

Religious Education provides the opportunity to explore issues that students see in the wider world
and a chance to explore fundamental questions such as does God exist, what happens when we die,
how do we cope with the problem of evil?

•

Through Religious Education in our Catholic schools, pupils can explore their own relationship with
God and with others, guided by the teachings of the Catholic Church and in particular the teachings
and examples given to us by Jesus.

•

Pupils who study the GCSE course in Religious Education will hopefully become, ‘religiously literate’
and are exposed to different viewpoints over a range of topics. Being informed and having the ability
to argue, discuss and evaluate their own and others’ beliefs gives them the platform to travel onto
their next station in life.

•

According to the Catholic Church there are three strands to Religious Education. Catechesis – this is
religious instruction, being taught about our faith, accepting the faith as our own.
Evangelisation – This is winning over the hearts and minds of those pupils in our
charge; conversion to the faith.
Academic study – learning ABOUT religion and learning FROM religion.

There is a fourth dimension to Religious Education and that is the experience that can be felt and shared
by being a part of a FAITH COMMUNITY such as CORPUS CHRISTI. It is a community that welcomes all
pupils regardless of faith or culture, encouraging every individual pupil to live out their lives guided by
the teachings and examples of Jesus Christ, Our Lord.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT

UNIT 1 Non-examination Assessment - Oracy (20%)
Task 1

10%

Individual Researched Presentation

40 marks

One individual, researched presentation, which may include responses to questions and feedback, based
on WJEC set themes.
Task 2 10%
Responding and Interacting
40 marks
One group discussion to written and/or visual stimuli provided by WJEC to initiate the discussion.
For both task, half of the available credit for AO1 will be awarded for the choice of appropriate register,
grammatical accuracy and range of sentence structures with the remainder for content and organisation.

UNIT 2 External Assessment
Reading and Writing : Description, Narration and Exposition (40%) 2 hours
SECTION A

20%

Reading

40 marks

Understanding of at least one description, one narration and one exposition text, including continuous and
non-continuous texts, assessed through a range of structured questions. This section will also include an
editing task focusing on understanding short texts at word, sentence and text level (2.5% of qualification
total).
SECTION B 20%
Writing
40 marks
One writing task to be selected from a choice of two that could be either description, narration of
exposition. This section will also include one proofreading task focusing on writing accurately (2.5% of
qualification total).
Half of the marks for this section will be awarded for communication and organisation (meaning, purpose,
readers and structure) and the other for writing accurately (language, grammar punctuation and spelling).
UNIT 3 External Assessment
Reading and Writing : Argumentation, Persuasion and Instructional
SECTION A

20%

Reading

(40%)

2 hours
40 marks

Understanding of at least one argumentation, one persuasion and one instructional text, including
continuous and non-continuous texts, assessed through a range of structured questions.
SECTION B 20%
Writing
40 marks
One compulsory argumentation writing task and one compulsory persuasion writing task.
Half of the marks for this section will be awarded for communication and organisation (meaning, purpose,
readers and structure) and the other half for writing accurately (language, grammar, punctuation and
spelling).
WHY STUDY ENGLISH LANGUAGE?
English Language is a vital subject for all pupils and hence a core subject. Most employers and colleges
stipulate that applicants should have GCSE English Language to a certain standard (often Grade C or
above). English Language is also vitally important for later life and the English Department at Corpus
Christi aims to provide pupils with the communication skills necessary for the opportunities,
responsibilities and experiences of adult life.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE

COURSE OUTLINE & EXAM AND COURSEWORK REQUIREMENTS
There are two tiers of entry for this qualification: Higher, A*-D and Foundation, C-G
UNIT 1 : EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT 35% (2 hours) 50 marks January and June
PROSE (different cultures) and POETRY (contemporary)
Section A 21% : (INDIVIDUAL TEXTS IN CONTEXT)
Different Cultures Prose : Of Mice and Men (Steinbeck); OR Anita and Me (Syall); OR
To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee); OR I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (Angelou); OR Chanda’s Secrets (Stratton)
SECTION B 14% (COMPARATIVE STUDY)
Contemporary: Unseen poetry comparison, the preparation for which will include the study of
contemporary poems.
UNIT 2A : EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT 40% (2 hours)
60 marks
June
LITERACY HERITAGE DRAMA AND CONTEMPORARY PROSE
English/Irish/Welsh Literary Heritage Drama : Othello (Shakespeare); OR Much Ado About Nothing
(Shakespeare); OR An Inspector Calls (Priestley); OR Hobson’s Choice (Brighouse); OR A Taste of Honey
(Delaney) 20%
Contemporary Prose : Paddy Clarke, Ha Ha Ha (Doyle); OR Heroes (Cormier); OR Never Let Me Go
(Ishiguro); OR About a Boy (Hornby); OR Resistance (Sheers) 20%
OR
UNIT 2B : EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT
40% (2 hours)
60 marks
June
CONTEMPORARY DRAMA AND LITERARY HERITAGE PROSE
Contemporary Drama : The History Boys (Bennett); OR Blood Brothers (Russell); OR A View from the
Bridge (Miller); OR Be My Baby (Whittington); OR My Mother Said I Never Should (Keatley); 20%
English/Irish/Welsh Literary Heritage Prose : Silas Marner (Eliot); OR Pride and Prejudice (Austen); OR A
Christmas Carol (Dickens); OR Lord of the Flies (Golding); OR Ash on a Young Man’s Sleeve (Abse) 20%
UNIT 3 : NON EXAMINATION ASSESSMENT
25%
48 Marks
June
SHAKESPEARE AND WELSH WRITING IN ENGLISH
SECTION A : 12.5% SHAKESPEARE
A play by Shakespeare chosen by the centre (but not Othello or Much Ado About Nothing).
WJEC will set a generic task on a specific theme which centres may use or modify.
SECTION B : 12.5% WELSH WRITING IN ENGLISH
Stipulated poetry from the Library of Wales anthology Poetry 1900-200 : One Hundred Poets from Wales.
Candidates study fifteen specified poems listed for the chosen theme. WJEC will set generic tasks on the
theme. Centres may use or modify one task. Centres must ensure that the task requires comparison of at
least two poems.
WHY STUDY ENGLISH LITERATURE?
The study of English Literature is vital to improve the skills required for the GCSE English examination.
It also allows pupils to gain a second English qualification. In addition to its value as an academic
qualification the study of literature is essential for the creation of an enjoyment of literature which will
benefit pupils throughout their adult lives.
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MATHEMATICS - WJEC
COURSE OUTLINE
Pupils will be entered for two separate GCSE qualifications.
*GCSE MATHEMATICS – NUMERACY (Units 1 and 2)
Focusing on the mathematics required for everyday life and the World of Work.
*GCSE MATHEMATICS (Units 1 and 2)
Focusing on the mathematics required for progression to scientific, technical or further mathematical
study.
There are three tiers of entry for each qualification:
Higher Tier

-

Grades A* - C

Intermediate Tier

-

Grades B – E

Foundation Tier

-

Grades D – G

The majority of pupils will be entered for both qualifications in May/June 2023 (Summer of Year 11).
Some pupils (Sets 1, 2 and 3) may have the opportunity to sit the examinations early in order to go on to
study Level 2 Additional Mathematics.
Pupils who achieve at least one ‘B’ grade at Intermediate Tier in mock examinations in November 2022
will move onto study at Higher Tier in order to aim for A/A* grades in the summer term.
In-class tests will take place throughout Year 10 and Year 11 in order to track progress and decide on
final Tier of entry.

Why study mathematics?
As mathematics is an essential part of everyday life, it is a core subject and is studied by all pupils. The
course studied seeks to offer pupils an experience of Mathematics as a meaningful, stimulating and
worthwhile activity that can be brought to bear on many situations, both in real life and other areas of
study, now and in the future.
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SCIENCE
COURSE OUTLINE
The current programme of study for Science commenced in September 2016 under the WJEC exam
board. (Note: Schools in Wales are now be obliged to use the WJEC for all Science Qualifications).
All pupils will be entered for 2 GCSE’s in Science. Therefore, as a minimum, all pupils will complete the
Double Science course. (There will be two tiers of entry, Higher A*-E, or Foundation C-G).
Double Applied
Science (2 year
course)

Year 10

Year 11

Practical Assessment

(45% or course)

(25% of course)

(30% completed in Y11)

2 SCIENCE GCSE
grades

2 summer exams

1 summer exam

Project task exam Nov Y11 -20%

Each exam being
1hr30mins

being 1hr30mins

Practical exams Jan Y11 – 10%

Double Science (2
year course)

Y10 (45% or course)

Y11 (45% of course)

Practical Assessment x2 (10%
completed in Y11)

2 SCIENCE GCSE
grades

3 summer exams

3 summer exams

Each exam being
1hr15mins

Each exam being
1hr15mins

2 hours long - written and practical
investigation (x2)

If your child is interested in pursuing Science subjects at A-level or, if they are considering a career in
Science, then the Triple Science course may be a choice for them. This will take up one of the choices in
the option columns. This is because extra time will be needed to complete the course, as it leads to
three GCSE qualifications.
If your son or daughter is thinking of opting for Triple Science they must bear in mind that high grades at
GCSE are usually required to access A-Level courses. Therefore we would recommend that they have
attained a Level 7 standard in Science and have good KS3 results in both Maths and English, to
support the literacy and numeracy demands of the new curriculum.
The course structure is shown below:

Triple Science (2
year courses)

Y10 (45% of
course)

Y11 (45% of
course)

Practical Assessment
(10% completed in Y11)

Biology(GCSE)

1 exam summer of
y10 1hr45mins

1 exam summer of
y11 1hr45mins

2 hours long - written and
practical investigation

Chemistry(GCSE)

1 exam summer of
y10 1hr45mins

1 exam summer of
y11 1hr45mins

2 hours long - written and
practical investigation

Physics (GCSE)

1 exam summer of
y10 1hr45mins

1 exam summer of
y11 1hr45mins

2 hours long - written and
practical investigation
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WELSH
All pupils at Corpus Christi study the full course. The course aims to:
…. provide experiences which give every candidate an opportunity to attain their full potential in
the Welsh Language according to his/her ability and needs give each pupil a mastery of the
Welsh language according to his or her ability ensure that every pupil is aware of the use of
Welsh in contemporary Wales develop skills that facilitate the understanding of Welsh in society
foster a positive attitude towards the Welsh language and culture
There are three broad themes:
•
•
•

Employment
Wales and the World
Youth

Pupils will follow a 2 year course consisting of four units:
THE UNITS
UNIT 1
Oracy response to
visual material (Group
Task)

UNIT 2
Communicate with
others.
Non examination
assessment (Group
Task)

10% speaking
15% listening

20% speaking
5% listening

UNIT 3
Written examination
1½ hours

UNIT 4
Written examination
1½ hours

15% reading
10% writing

25%
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OPTIONAL SUBJECTS
ART - WJEC
COURSE OUTLINE
The WJEC GCSE in Art and Design is designed to provide engaging, challenging, coherent and meaningful
learning experiences through a flexible structure that supports the sequential and incremental
development of creative practice.
Our rewarding and immersive programme of study broadens experience, develops imagination and
technical skills, fosters creativity and promotes personal and social development. The focus of the
course is to nurture an enthusiasm for Art, Craft and Design and through a broad introductory
foundation programme, to develop critical, practical and theoretical skills that enable students to gain a
holistic understanding of a range of practices and contexts in the visual arts, crafts and design fields.
EXAMINATION AND COURSEWORK REQUIREMENTS
The WJEC GCSE Art and Design is conceived as a two year course. It consists of two units:
Unit 1 ‘Portfolio’ (60% of qualification) encourages adventurous and open programme of study that
promote purposeful exploration, experimentation and opportunities for productive personal
expression.
Unit 2 ‘Externally set Assignment’ (40% of qualification) enables students to apply the knowledge,
understanding and skills that they have acquired in Unit 1 by producing an appropriate outcome within
a set time frame to demonstrate their best achievement.
The course is designed to encompass four principle areas for critical, practical and theoretical study and
Art, Craft and Design. These emphasise the qualities of analytical understanding, practical
experimentation, researching and individual expression required at GCSE level. The assessment
objectives headings below have been provided to assist students.
AO1
Critical understanding
AO2
Creative making

Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of
sources.
Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate
media, materials, techniques and processes.

AO3
Reflecting recording
AO4
Personal presentation

Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses.
Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and
demonstrates understanding of visual language.

Why study art?
Art provides opportunities for pupils to show creativity, technical skill, craftsmanship, design and
problem solving through their work. It enables an enjoyment of artistic, aesthetic, cultural and practical
excellence and so enriches pupils' lives. Art can also lead to an immense variety of careers including
Graphic Design, Fine Art, Photography, Fashion, Film, T.V., Theatre, 3-Dimensional Design and
Education.
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Creative, Media & Performance Arts Entry Pathways
An alternative to Art and Design GCSE
The Creative, Media & Performance Arts Entry Pathways qualification can be adapted for learners for
whom the assessment demands for Art and Design GCSE may be too challenging. Teachers will be able
to advise you if you are unsure about whether you would be a suitable candidate for this course.
This qualification would suit learners who really enjoy Art & Design but who find the fast pace, vast
portfolio and sitting external examinations difficult, as this qualification is coursework based with no
examination at the end of the course.
Entry Pathways is a flexible and personalised course, enabling schools to combine units to create
programmes of study suitable to individual leaners.
The coursework units offered aim to enable learners to acquire the skills and / or knowledge required to
explore and develop outcomes in the disciplines of
•
•
•
•
•

Painting and drawing
Photography
Printmaking
Textiles
Three dimensional design

All units have a credit value attached to them.
Learners can build up credits by following each unit and completing work which fulfils the assessment
criteria for that unit.
•
•
•

Award
( 9 - 12 credits)
Certificate ( 13 - 36 credits)
Diploma ( 37+ credits)
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HOSPITALITY AND CATERING - WJEC
The WJEC Award in Hospitality and Catering has been designed to support learners in schools and
colleges who want to learn about this sector and the potential it can offer them for their careers or
further study. The new Hospitality and Catering course has been designed around the concept of a
'plan, do, review' approach to learning. This mirrors many work related activities in hospitality and
catering industries and allows learning to take place in a range of contexts. This approach enables
learners to apply and extend their learning. Current A*-C equivalent pass rate at Corpus is 100%(2020
results).
Examination and Coursework Requirements
Topics of the study include:
•
•

The Hospitality and Catering Industry
Hospitality and Catering in Action

Assessment will consist of:
Unit 1: The Hospitality and Catering Industry will be externally assessed. Learners apply their learning
by considering all aspects of the vocational sector. The key task is to propose a new hospitality and
catering provision for a specific location. Learners will use their learning of different types of
establishment and job roles to determine the best option. They will then apply their learning in relation
to front of house and kitchen operations to determine how the proposed hospitality and catering
provision will operate to meet the needs of their potential market. This unit provides a broad
introduction to the vocational sector in a way that is purposeful and develops a range of transferable
skills.
Unit 2: Hospitality and Catering in Action is internally assessed. Learners apply their learning to safely
prepare, cook and present nutritional dishes. They will draw on their learning of different types of
provision and kitchen and front of house operations in Unit 1, as well as personal safety in their
preparations. The content is relevant not only to employees within food production, but also those with
a responsibility for food safety in the industry, nutritionists and managers and owners. This extends the
learners appreciation of the whole area beyond the kitchen environment.

Why study Hospitality and Catering?
Employment in hospitality and catering can range from waiting staff, receptionists and catering
assistants to chefs, hotel and bar managers and food technologists working for supermarket chains. The
hospitality and catering sector includes all businesses that provide food, beverages, and/or
accommodation services. This includes restaurants, hotels, pubs and bars. It also includes airlines,
tourist attractions, cruise-liners, hospitals and sports venues; businesses where hospitality and catering
is not their primary service but is increasingly important to their success.
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HEALTH, SOCIAL CARE AND CHILD CARE – WJEC GCSE
The WJEC GCSE in Health and Social Care, and Childcare equips learners with knowledge, understanding
and skills related to the development and care of individuals throughout the life cycle from conception
to later adulthood. Learners have the opportunity to develop their understanding of influences on
human growth, development, behaviour and well-being. They will also gain an understanding of the
social, physical, emotional, and cultural needs of people who use care and support services, and
recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. Learners will gain an
understanding of how service provision in Wales supports the development and well-being of
individuals, to be able to make informed decisions now and in later life. This specification has been
designed to include contemporary issues in relation to the provision of an ethical and sustainable health
and social care, and childcare system in Wales, and to create independent learners that can make
informed decisions about further learning opportunities or continuing into related career choices.
Unit 1
Human growth, development and well-being - Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes
40% of single award qualification - 80 marks
Learners should be given the opportunity to develop their knowledge and understanding of the four areas of
content.
Areas of content:
•
•
•
•

Human development across the life cycle
Physical, social, emotional and intellectual health
The importance of active participation on development and well-being
Early intervention and prevention to promote and support growth, development and well-being for a
range of conditions and their circumstances

Unit 2 (Coursework)
Promoting and maintaining health and well-being - Non-exam assessment: 25 hours
60% of single award qualification - 120 marks
This non-exam assessment (NEA) is composed of two tasks set by WJEC.
Pupils will be given the opportunity to develop their knowledge and understanding of the three areas of
content.
Areas of content:
•
•
•

Health and social care, and childcare provision in Wales to promote and support health and well-being
Public health and health promotion across the life cycle
Factors affecting health and well-being across the life cycle
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COMPUTER SCIENCE – WJEC
COURSE OUTLINE
80% examination, 20% coursework
We are offering the new GCSE specification for Wales from the WJEC.
The WJEC GCSE in Computer Science encourages learners to understand and apply the fundamental
principles and concepts of computer science, including; abstraction, decomposition, logic, algorithms,
and data representation.
The qualification will cover 3 units which will contribute towards the student’s final grade. An outline of
each unit can be seen below:
Unit 1: Understanding Computer Science. Written examination: 1 hour 45 minutes 50% of the
qualification. 100 marks
This unit investigates hardware, logical operations, communication, data representation and data
types, operating systems, principles of programming, software engineering, program construction,
security and data management and the impacts of digital technology on wider society.
Unit 2: Computational Thinking and Programming. On-screen examination: 2 hours 30% of the
qualification. 60 marks
This unit investigates problem solving, algorithms and programming constructs, programming
languages, data structures and data types and security and authentication.
Unit 3: Software Development. Non-exam assessment: 20 hours 20% of qualification. 80 marks
This unit requires learners to produce a programmed solution to a problem. They must analyse the
problem, design a solution to the problem, develop a final programmed solution, test the solution
and give suggestions for further development of the solution. Throughout the production of the
solution learners are required to produce a refinement log that evidences the development of the
solution.

Unit 1 – Hardware, Logical operations, Communication, Organisation and structure of data, System
software, Principles of software, Principles of programming, Software engineering, Program
construction, Security and data management, Ethical, legal and environmental impacts of digital
technology on wider society.
Unit 2 – Problem solving, Algorithms and programming constructs, Programming languages, Data
structures and data types, Security and authentication.
Unit 3 – Software development including designing and testing.
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GCSE DESIGN AND
TECHNOLOGY
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT
Unit 1: Design and Technology in the 21st Century
Written examination: 2 hours
50% of qualification
A mix of short answer, structured and extended writing questions assessing candidates' knowledge and
understanding of product design.
.
Unit 2: Design and make task
Non-exam assessment: approximately 35 hours
50% of qualification
A sustained design and make task, based on a contextual challenge set by WJEC, assessing candidates'
ability to:
•
•
•

Identify, investigate, analyze and outline design possibilities.
Design and make prototypes and
Evaluate their fitness for purpose

Aims and objectives
This WJEC GCSE in Design and Technology offers a unique opportunity in the curriculum for learners to
identify and solve real problems by designing and making products or systems. Through studying GCSE
Design and Technology, learners will be prepared to participate confidently and successfully in an
increasingly technological world; and be aware of, and learn from, wider influences on design and
technology, including historical, social/cultural, environmental and economic factors. The specification
enables learners to work creatively when designing and making and apply technical and practical
expertise, in order to:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Develop an appreciation of the importance of creativity and innovation to good design practice
Actively engage in the processes of design and technology to develop as effective and independent learners
Understand the key principles of designing and making use their knowledge, skills and understanding to make
design decisions in order to make a quality prototype
Analyse existing products and produce practical solutions to meet needs, wants and opportunities,
recognising their impact on quality of life critically analyse links between the principles of good design,
existing solutions and technological knowledge
Understand the underlying technical principles within design and technology within their chosen endorsed
area, with emphasis on emerging technologies, materials and practices.
This specification also gives learners an opportunity to produce extended written responses and demonstrate
the quality of their written communication, including appropriate use of punctuation and grammar.
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Design and Technology GCSE
3 DIMENSIONAL DESIGN
SUMMARY of ASSESSMENT
Unit 1: Portfolio 60% of qualification: 120 marks
•

This unit comprises a major practical portfolio and outcome/s to be based on internally set
themes and subject matter developed from personal and/or given starting points.
• Work undertaken within the unit will be internally set, internally assessed and externally
moderated.
• Work will be selected, evaluated and presented for assessment by the student.
• Evidence is required of how the student has met each of the assessment objectives.
• No time limit: duration to be determined by the centre.
For 2021 only there will be no visiting moderator. Submission will be via Surpass.
Unit 2: Externally Set Assignment 40% of qualification: 80 marks
• This unit will not be subject to assessment in 2021.
Unit 1: Portfolio (NEA) 60%. There are no changes to this unit.
Unit 2: Externally set assignment (NEA) 40%. Unit 2 will not be subject to assessment in 2021.
This adapted specification is available for entry in 2021 only. Candidates entering the qualification in
2022 should use the approved specification.

COURSE CONTENT.
Three-Dimensional Design - the design, prototyping, modelling or making of primarily functional and
aesthetic consumer products, objects, and environments.
Students undertaking this title must explore practical and relevant critical and contextual sources
such as the work of historical and contemporary three-dimensional designers and makers, as well as
the different purposes, intentions and functions of three-dimensional design as appropriate to their
own work.

Why study Design and Technology?
The department has invested heavily in CAD/CAM equipment, allowing students to develop their ideas
using computers, when designing and making their projects.
CAD/CAM – Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacture Design and Technology is a well
established subject at ‘A’ level.
It can also lead to the following degree courses at local Universities as well as other professions.
Interior Design BSc
Mechanical Engineering Film and TV Set Design BA
Furniture
Design
Architectural Technology BSc Surfboard Design
Design for Media BA
Fashion Design Graphic Communication BA
Garden Design Packaging Design BA
Jewellery
Design Product Design BA/BSc Production Engineering
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DRAMA
COURSE OUTLINE
Drama is essentially a creative medium which provides opportunities for the development of:








Communication and Socialism
Literacy and Language Proficiency
Motivation and Independent Learning
Confidence
Presentation Skills
Performing Skills
Knowledge of Drama and theatre studies

AIMS
The aims set out below describe the educational purposes of following a course in Drama. The aims
inform and drive assessment objectives. They are not listed in order of priority.
We aim to encourage pupils to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appreciate dramatic literature as a source from which performance is fashioned;
Enjoy and become informed about dramatic presentations principally in the theatre and in
other performance media;
Become aware of the elements that contribute towards the total effect of a theatrical
presentation, and be able to use some of the skills involved;
Experiment and develop competence in modes of performance;
Develop a range of dramatic forms to express ideas and feelings
Create, interpret and communicate a role or character;
Develop the social, cultural and historical context of different genres within drama.
Evaluate their own work, their peers’ work and the work of professionals
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SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT
Unit 1: Devising Theatre (YEAR 10)

Non-exam assessment: internally assessed, externally moderated
40% of qualification 60 marks
Learners participate in the creation, development and performance of a piece of devised theatre
using either the techniques of an influential theatre practitioner or a genre, in response to a
stimulus set by WJEC.
Learners must produce:
• a realisation of their piece of devised theatre
• a portfolio of supporting evidence
• an evaluation of the final performance or design.

Unit 2: Performing from a Text (YEAR 11)

Non-exam assessment: externally assessed by a visiting examiner
20% of qualification 60 marks
Learners study two extracts from the same performance text chosen by the centre.
Learners participate in one performance using sections of text from both extracts.

Component 3: Interpreting Theatre (YEAR 10 & 11)
Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes
40% of qualification 60 marks

Section A: Set Text
A series of questions on one set text
Section B: Live Theatre Review
One question from a choice of two requiring analysis and evaluation of a given aspect of a live theatre
production seen during the course.

Why study Drama?
Drama is a recognised GCSE subject that is designed to educate pupils of all abilities. The course
combines the academic and practical elements of the varied syllabus. It develops pupil’s literacy,
speaking, listening, writing and performance skills. It is an invaluable subsidiary to English Literature and
other Arts subjects. The skills gained from Drama GSCE are useful in a wide range of vocations and
pupil’s key skills are enhanced. Drama plays an integral part in building pupil’s confidence and social
skills.
Candidates studying Drama at GCSE will develop the ability to
•
•
•
•
•

Use improvisation skills in a range of different drama contexts;
Apply performance and/or production skills
Select, synthesize, and use ideas and skills to create drama
Acquire reflective and evaluative skills in response to a range of dramatic texts;
Work collaboratively and creatively to achieve shared dramatic intentions

All pupils will be given the opportunity to see a range of live performances. If a pupil opts for Drama,
they are not expected to appear in the school production.
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FRENCH - WJEC
AIMS AND LEARNING OUTCOMES
Following a course in GCSE French should encourage students to derive enjoyment and benefit from
language learning, and be inspired, motivated and challenged by following a broad, coherent, satisfying
and worthwhile course of study. Learners should recognise that their linguistic knowledge,
understanding and skills help them to take their place in a multilingual global society and also provide
them with a suitable basis for further study and practical use of the language. The GCSE French
specification should prepare learners to make informed decisions about further learning opportunities
and career choices.
The GCSE specification in French will enable learners to:
 develop understanding of the language in a variety of contexts
 develop knowledge of the language and language learning skills
 develop the ability to communicate effectively in the language
 develop awareness and understanding of countries and communities where the language
is spoken
CONTENT
Candidates will be required to:
 listen and respond to different types of language
 communicate in speech for a variety of purposes
 read and respond to different types of written language
 communicate in writing for a variety of purposes
 use and understand a range of vocabulary and structures
 understand and apply the grammar of the language, as detailed in the specification

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT
Unit 1 :

Speaking (25%)

60 marks

Oral test : 7-9 minutes (Foundation Tier)
10-12 minutes (Higher Tier)
Three tasks :
One role play
One photo card discussion
One conversation
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment
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Unit 2 : Listening (25%)

45 marks

Written examination : 35 minutes (Foundation Tier), 45 minutes (Higher Tier)
Listening comprehension tasks with non-verbal and written responses
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment
Unit 3 : Reading (25%)

60 marks

Written examination : 1 hour (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)
Reading tasks with non-verbal and written responses, including one translation task from French into
English
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment
Unit 4 : Writing (25%)

60 marks

Written examination : 1 hour 15 minutes (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 30 minutes (Higher Tier)
Writing tasks including one translation task from English into French
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment

Why study French?
The Welsh Assembly Government and the Council of Europe are concerned that Wales and the rest of
Britain are ‘losing out’ in business and industrial deals because of the lack of professionals speaking
foreign languages.
Below is an extract from a recent careers publication:
•
•
•

“speaking another language is rated as one of the top ten most desired accomplishments
among young professionals
more employers than ever before are demanding foreign language skills
one in eight companies in a recent survey said they had lost business as a direct result of
language and cultural barriers.”

Studying a modern foreign language will give students a very desirable skill no matter what type of
professional career they wish to pursue as well as providing them with a lifelong interest.
Modern courses in French always place great emphasis on studying the language as a means of
communication. We are keen to give pupils as much opportunity to speak as well as to write the
language. Pupils should study a language not only because of its value in terms of greater career choice
but also because of the pleasure gained from being able to speak and understand others speaking that
language.
The French GCSE course is open to all pupils who have studied French in Year 9 and we hope that they
will all seriously consider continuing their study of French and dispelling the myth that the British do not
have the ability or the inclination to match the rest of Europe when it comes to languages!
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GEOGRAPHY - WJEC
COURSE OUTLINE
An issue based, investigative approach to Geography is at the core of each of the three units. The
emphasis is on problem-solving and enquiry throughout the teaching and learning programme through
to the assessment phase. The course aims to have a balanced coverage of physical, human and
environmental aspect of the subject and the linkages that exist between them. All pupils sit the same
exams, there are no tiers.
Unit 1: Changing Physical and Human Landscapes: Written examination: 1 hour 30m, 40% of GCSE
Section A: Core Themes
•

•

Core Theme 1 -Landscapes and Physical Processes - distinctive landscapes in England and
Wales. River processes and landforms. The flooding issue- causes and management. Coastal
processes, landforms and management.
Core Theme 2 -Rural-urban Links - how and why the UK population is changing, migration
patterns, the housing crisis, creating sustainable urban and rural communities, changing
shopping patterns. Global cities- urbanisation and megacities.

Section B: Options
•

Tectonic landscapes and hazards- causes and effects of earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis,
vulnerability and hazard reduction.

•
Unit 2: Environmental and Development Issues: Written examination: 1 hour 30m, 40% of GCSE
Section A: Core Themes
•

•

Core Theme 5 – Weather and Climate - climate change during the Quaternary, extreme
weather including droughts and hurricanes, UK Weather and Climate, Microclimates.
Ecosystems- Tropical rainforests and coral reefs.
Core Theme 6 - Development and Resource Issues - the development gap between rich and
poor, globalisation, Multinational companies, trade patterns including fair trade, short and long
term aid, tourism, water resources and management.

Section B: Options
•

Theme 8-Environmental Challenges- consumerism and its impact on the environment,
ecological footprint, food miles, sustainable management of ecosystems.

Unit 3: Fieldwork Enquiry Non-examination Assessment
•

Written assessment done in class: 2 hour 30m, 20% of GCSE
Pupils will complete fieldwork in two contrasting environments: physical and human, to create a
portfolio of work that will be used in the exam to answer questions set by the WJEC.
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HISTORY
The History Department will be offering the following course to pupils entering Year 10 in September:
UNIT 1

An in-depth study
Depression, War and Recovery 1930 – 1951
Written Examination: 1 hour, 25% of final mark
Topic areas include :
♦ The causes of the Depression – the impact of the Wall Street Crash in the USA and the onset of a
worldwide Depression
♦ How did people cope with the challenges of the Depression years?
♦ The coming of WWII, including the effects of the Blitz, evacuation, rationing and the role of women.
♦ Keeping up morale: The importance of radio, cinema and propaganda posters during WWII.
♦ Life after war and rebuilding the country – war damage, setting up of the NHS, educational
opportunities etc.
This exam is sat at the end of Year 10 (with the option to re-sit in Year 11)
Unit 2
An in-depth study
Germany in Transition 1919 – 1939
Written Examination: 1 hour, 25% of final mark
Topic areas include :
• Impact of WWI on Germany and the setting up and collapse of the Weimar Republic.
• The rise of the Nazi party and the reasons why Hitler came to power.
• The Nazi consolidation of power – how did Hitler become a Dictator?
• Nazi economic, social and racial policy – including the impact the Nazis had on unemployment, leisure
time, women, young people, attitudes to religion and the treatment of the Jews.
• Nazi control and terror – the use of propaganda and censorship, the police state, the role of the SS,
Gestapo, Concentration Camps etc.
• Hitler’s foreign policy – what factors led to the outbreak of war in 1939?
Unit 3
A Thematic study
Changes in Health and Medicine c1340 to the present day
Written examination: 1 hour 15 minutes, 30% of final mark
Topic areas include :
♦ Main causes of illness and disease over time.
♦ Attempts to prevent illness and disease over time.
♦ Advances and progress in medical knowledge over time.
♦ Developments in patient care over time.
♦ Developments in public health and welfare.
♦ Urban Cardiff in the 19th Century.
Unit 4
Non Examined Assessment(NEA)20% of final mark
This is an investigation into an issue of historical debate or controversy. This unit is a two part written
assignment based upon the First World War.
This unit will be undertaken in Year 10, so that by the end of Year 10 students will have been examined in 45%
of their History GCSE.

Why study History?
History makes us aware of the forces that have helped shape the society in which we live. The course is
exciting and engaging. A GCSE in History will give you knowledge and understanding about the past and
gives you a framework to make sense of an ever-changing world. It improves writing skills, gives you
the ability to structure an argument and think for yourself. It also develops powers of critical source
analysis.
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History is one of the most highly regarded and valued subjects by University/College Admissions and
employers. It can certainly be an asset to any future career, for example in:
Accountancy
Journalism
Law
Teaching
Politics

Museum Work
Local Government
Civil Service
Library & Archives
And many, many more!
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Humanities Entry Pathways
(An alternative to History and Geography GCSE)
The Humanities Entry Pathways qualification can be adapted for learners for whom the assessment
demands of GCSE History and Geography may be too challenging. Teachers will be able to advise you if
you are unsure about whether you would be a suitable candidate for this course.
This qualification would suit learners who really enjoy these subjects, but who find revising for and
sitting exams difficult, as this qualification is coursework based with no examinations as the end of the
course.
Entry Pathways is a flexible and personalised course, enabling schools to combine units to create
programmes of study suited to individual learners’ needs.
This qualification is currently offered to some students in Years 10 and 11 instead of sitting a GCSE in
Religious Education. We are proposing to extend this qualification so that learners can also opt for this
subject as one of their option subjects.
If they are studying Entry Pathways in both R.E and as an option, they will end up completing more units
overall (please see below for the end results).
These credit values for each unit completed then add together to achieve one of three end results:
•

Award (8 – 12 credits)

•

Certificate (13 – 36 credits)

•

Diploma (37 + credits)

All units have a credit value attached to them. The credit value of each unit is based on the
approximate teaching time recommended to deliver the unit and its assessment. One credit is equal to
ten hours teaching time. Learners can build up credits by following each unit and completing work
which fulfils the assessment criteria for that unit.

What units could you study?
HISTORY

Credits

A British Society in the Past
Britain and the Second World War 1939-1945:
Evacuation and rationing. Coping with the Blitz. The role of women during the war. Keeping up morale –
radio, cinema, posters, role of Churchill
A Non-British Society in the Past: Germany 1929-1939:
Reasons for the Nazi rise to power. The key features of the Nazi dictatorship including propaganda and
censorship
Changing life in Nazi Germany: work, women, young people, Jews. Why Germany took over other areas up to
1939
Historical Change Over Time: Changes in Health and Medicine:
How have the causes of disease changed?
The Great Plague of 1665. Poor sanitation in towns – cholera. Bacterial and viral diseases
How have the methods used to treat disease changed?
Traditional and herbal remedies; work of William Harvey, James Lister, James Simpson and Louis Pasteur.
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Radiation; antibiotics; transplant surgery; X rays and scanning
How has patient care changed?
Role of the church Florence Nightingale and nursing; public health improvements. The setting up of the NHS;
health campaigns and advertising
People and Protest
Learners must know why people decide to protest, methods of protests used and what the results of these
protests were.
The Suffragettes
Civil Rights in the USA – the role of Martin Luther King, Malcolm X and the Black Power Movement

3

GEOGRAPHY

Threatened Ecosystems 2018: This unit aims to enable learners to recognise the natural environment, to
know that it is fragile, can be endangered and needs to be protected through actions of people, global
organisations and governments. Studies: Rainforests, Grasslands, Coral Reefs
Sustainable Tourism: This unit aims to enable learners to know the features of tourism, how and why
tourism is changing and the need to make tourism more sustainable.
Responding to a major tectonic events 2018: This unit aims to enable learners to identify areas of the world
that are affected by tectonic events (earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis) and know how people are
affected by, and respond to the hazards posed by the tectonic events.
Climate Change – causes, effects and human responses 2018: This unit aims to enable learners to find out
about the causes and effects of climate change and what individuals and the UK government can do to
reduce risks posed by climate change. It looks at how the UK will meet its future energy needs in a more
sustainable manner by developing and making more use of renewable energy sources.
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
This NEW qualification will allow learners to develop their understanding of the range of
digital technology systems at use in our connected and globalised society. It will also allow
learners to explore the ever-evolving nature of digital technology systems and how these
systems can be used productively, creatively and safely.
Unit 1 The digital World
On-screen examination 40% of qualification.

An assessment (taken on-screen), comprising of a range
of question types to assess specification content related
to digital technology systems, the value of digital
technology and perspectives on digital technology. All
questions are compulsory

Unit 2 Digital practices
Non-exam assessment: 45 hours 40% of
qualification.

A non-examined assessment comprising of two
sections. In Section A candidates will interrogate a
supplied data set imported into a spreadsheet in order
to inform Section B, where they will create a website
incorporating either an animation or a game related to
a set context.

Overview of units
In this unit learners will develop knowledge,
skills and understanding in :
• Digital technology systems
• The value of digital technology
• Perspectives on digital technology.
•

In this unit learners will develop knowledge,
skills and understanding in:
• Interrogating spreadsheet data
• Data-informed digital products.
•

Areas of content
Learners will be given the opportunity to
develop their knowledge and understanding
of the six areas below:
• Data
• Digital technology systems
• Digital communications
• Impact of digital systems on organisations
and individuals
• Securing data and systems
• Changing digital technologies

Learners will be given the opportunity to
develop their knowledge, skills and
understanding of the five areas below:
• Data organisation
• Data analytics
• Planning digital products
• Developing digital products
• Evaluating completed digital products

Unit 3 Communicating in the digital world
Non-exam assessment: 15 hours 20% of qualification.

A non-examined assessment focusing on marketing digital assets using social media. Candidates will create digital
assets related to a set context and then formulate an online digital communications campaign around them.

Overview of unit
In this unit learners will develop knowledge, skills and understanding in: social media and
online marketing communications creating digital assets and planning digital communications
Areas of content
Learners will be given the opportunity to develop their knowledge, skills and understanding of
the four areas below: Forms of online marketing communications
• Impact of online marketing communications
• Creating digital assets
• Planning digital communications
• Evaluating completed digital products
This linear qualification is untiered. It will be assessed in the summer series at the end of Year 11. Unit
1, Unit 2 and Unit 3 will be assessed for the first time in 2023 and the qualification will be awarded for
the first time in summer 2023.
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MUSIC
The GCSE course is an exciting, relevant and vibrant new course to study. Pupils will have the
opportunity to use the very latest in music software in their compositional work, and can tailor their
performances and compositions to suit their individual style of music. Over the last few years, the
music syllabus has been updated and covers a wide range of musical genres.
The skills which musicians possess are recognised in the world of business, commerce, and education, as
well as a whole range of careers with music.
The aim of the course is to offer all candidates an interesting, wide ranging course which offers a variety
of musical activities. The new syllabus follows the three programmes of study of the National
Curriculum – Performing, Composing and Appraising.
The syllabus now covers the following four Areas of Study:
Area of Study 1
Area of Study 2
Area of Study 3
Area of Study 4

Musical Forms and Devices
Music for Ensembles
Film music
Popular music

There are now 2 set works that pupils will know extremely well and they will be questioned on these
pieces during the Listening exam. The set works are:
1. ‘Everything Must Go’ Manic Street Preachers
2. ‘Anitra’s Dance’ Edvard Grieg

PERFORMING (35%)
By the end of the course, pupils will perform two pieces, one of which must be an ensemble
performance of at least one minute duration. The other piece(s) may be either solo and/or ensemble.
One of the pieces performed must link to an area of study of the learner's choice. Additionally, a
programme note for one performance linked to an area of study must be written before the Performing
exam.

COMPOSING (35%) Two compositions will be created, one of which must be in response to a brief set

by WJEC.

The set brief will be linked to area of study. The briefs will be released during the first week of
September in the academic year in which the assessment is to be taken. The second composition is a
free composition for which learners set their own brief. An evaluation of the composition composed in
response to a brief set by WJEC Candidates can submit their work on various digital platforms,scores
and lead sheets
Candidates are also required to complete a ‘brief’, which accompanies each composition submitted, as a
commentary on how the composition process took place; what the stimulus was, and to which area of
the study the composition is linked.

LISTENING (30%)
This unit is assessed via a listening examination. Eight questions in total, two on each of the four areas
of study.
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Two of the eight questions are based on the set works set by WJEC. Music by Welsh composers and
performers is also incorporated within the specified areas of study.
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PERFORMING ARTS
The Performing Arts qualification is an exciting practical Work Related Education award that is mainly
focused on the Musical Theatre industry. There are 3 tasks UNIT 1: Creating a proposal in response to a given brief

External Assessment 25%

In November of the first year, pupils will be provided with a brief from WJEC with a chosen theme for
the students to work with. They will then be expected to create a fictional show. They will be required
to put all the necessary research together to prepare all aspects of the show, for example, the
lighting/sound equipment, costumes, staging, venue, props, set, health and safety requirements etc.
They have 20 hours of controlled assessment time to create 4 pages of notes about their show, during
which time they will have resourced further information for homework tasks. Having created their
notes, they will write this up during exam conditions (2 hours) in March of Year 10 and pupils can take
their notes into the exam with them.
UNIT 2: Creating an outcome in response to a given brief

Internal Assessment 25%

Pupils will be set a brief by their teacher to create a show. This will be organised and structured entirely
by the group of students, and they will each fulfil a necessary production role when putting a staged
show together. This will be delivered in Year 11 and pupils will perform at the evening show they have
organised. Pupils will then be required to evaluate their efforts in their logbooks which they will also
complete throughout the task.
UNIT 3: Skills development in Singing, Acting and Dancing

Internal Assessment 50%

Pupils will perform an initial induction assignment. They will then choose 1 OR 3 units which they would
like to focus on developing (1 unit to achieve the Award qualification equivalent to 1 GCSE and 3 units to
achieve the Certificate qualification which is equivalent to 2 GCSE’s). The optional units for skills
development are:
-

Stage Acting
TV/Film Acting
Physical Theatre
Set/Costume design
Lighting/Sound design
Solo Dance
Group Dance
Choreography
Solo Music Performance
Ensemble Music

This will be presented with video recordings of rehearsals and improvement logbooks which they pupils
will keep during the task.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION – WJEC GCSE
WHY CHOOSE PHYSICAL EDUCATION?
-

If you currently compete in 2 or more different sports at a COMPETITIVE LEVEL
If you are interested and enjoy sport, and play for sports teams in or outside of school
If you are interested in fitness training and want to improve your personal fitness
If you are interested in how the sports industry works and what technological
developments are taking place
If you are interested in nutrition and the body’s anatomy and physiology
SCHEME OF ASSESSMENT

5 lessons per fortnight – these are a mixture of classroom based theory lessons and practical lessons.
Pupils will be set theory and practical work to be completed in lessons and as homework.
ASSESSMENTS
Theory Examination
Unit 1 : Introduction
to Physical Education
2 hours
End of Term
Assessments
End of Term
Assessments
Practical Assessment
Unit 2 : The Active
Participant in Physical
Education

CONTENT
Learners will be assessed through a
range of short and extended questions.
The questions will be based on audiovisual stimuli and other sources
Theory
Theory
Learners will be assessed in three
different activities in the role of
performer in at least one individual
sport, one team sport and one other.
One activity will be a major activity
which will have a personal fitness
programme linked to the activity.

Rugby
Football
Table Tennis
Baseball / Rounders
Cross Country

ON SITE ACTIVITIES

WHEN
Year 11
May

Year 10
Terms 1, 2 and 3
Year 11
Terms 1, 2 and 3
Practical Lessons
(Weekly)
Internal Moderation
(Jan 2023)

WEIGHTING OF
FINAL GRADE
50%
100 marks

N/A
N/A
50%
100 marks

External Moderation
(Feb 2023)

Basketball
Hockey
Netball
Athletics

Any activity that is not included on the list above is classed as an OFF SITE ACTIVITY.
Anyone wishing to choose an Off Site Activity must discuss it with either Mrs LLoyd or Mr James as video
evidence will be required.
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SPANISH
AIMS AND LEARNING OUTCOMES
Following a course in GCSE Spanish should encourage students to derive enjoyment and benefit from
language learning, and be inspired, motivated and challenged by following a broad, coherent, satisfying
and worthwhile course of study. Learners should recognise that their linguistic knowledge,
understanding and skills help them to take their place in a multilingual global society and also provide
them with a suitable basis for further study and practical use of the language. The GCSE Spanish
specification should prepare learners to make informed decisions about further learning opportunities
and career choices.
The GCSE specification in Spanish will enable learners to:
•

develop understanding of the language in a variety of contexts

•

develop knowledge of the language and language learning skills

•

develop the ability to communicate effectively in the language

•

develop awareness and understanding of countries and communities where the language is
spoken

CONTENT
Candidates will be required to:
•

listen and respond to different types of language

•

communicate in speech for a variety of purposes

•

read and respond to different types of written language

•

communicate in writing for a variety of purposes

•

use and understand a range of vocabulary and structures

•

understand and apply the grammar of the language, as detailed in the specification
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT

Unit 1: Speaking (25%) 60 marks / Oral Test: 7-9 minutes (Foundation Tier) 10-12 min(Higher Tier)
Three tasks
One role play
One photo card discussion
One conversation
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment
Unit 2: Listening (25%) 45 marks / Written Examination: 35 minutes (Foundation Tier) 45 min
(Higher Tier)
Listening comprehension tasks with non-verbal and written responses
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment
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Unit 3: Reading (25%) 60 marks
Written Examination : 1 hour (Foundation Tier), 1 hour 15 minutes (Higher Tier)
Reading tasks with non-verbal and written responses, including one translation task from Spanish into
English.
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment
Unit 4: Writing (25%) 60 marks, Written Examination: 1 hour 15 minutes (Foundation)
1 hour 30 minutes (Higher Tier)
Writing tasks including one translation task from English into Spanish
Learners are not permitted to use dictionaries in any part of the assessment

Why study Spanish?
Over the past decade the importance of having at least a basic understanding of a modern European
language has become increasingly evident. A glance at the Jobs Vacant columns of national newspapers
confirms that no matter what career choice is eventually made - be it in Business, Tourism, Industry the
Law, Banking or Secretarial work - the added ability to be able to communicate even at the most basic
level in another language can be a great advantage to a candidate who wishes to put him/herself at the
head of the field. Nowadays, the number of British firms doing business with Spain and Latin America
has grown enormously. It is important to remember that Spanish is the third most spoken language in
the world. Four hundred million people speak the language in almost thirty countries. Bearing this in
mind, the advantages of studying Spanish can be clearly seen.
Modern courses in Spanish always place great emphasis on studying the language as a means of
communication. We are keen to give pupils as much opportunity to speak as well as to write the
language. Pupils should study a language not only because of its value in terms of greater career choice
but also because of the pleasure gained from being able to speak and understand others speaking that
language.
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WORKPLACE AND FINANCE
This option provides you with skills and knowledge you can use when entering the world of work.
It is a bespoke programme made up of two qualifications that will help equip you for a working
environment.
It covers your use and application of ICT and develops your knowledge and understanding of
financial matters that are relevant to a workplace setting and later life.
The course is suited to learners who like to work in small manageable chunks that are tested online
at the end of a module/unit of work. The programme of study will provide you with independent
ECDL and two LiBF qualifications, which are Level 2 qualifications equivalent to a GCSE.

Digital Workplace Qualification
Although most of us use technology on a daily basis, many of us don’t have a formal qualification to
prove our level of ability. So how can you show employers how IT literate you are? Luckily, there’s a
globally recognised course designed to do exactly that.
ECDL (The European Computer Driving Licence) builds on basic knowledge and helps to
improve students’ understanding of the Microsoft Office suite of programs – as well as improving
productivity using IT (module 1). The course also includes word processing (module 2),
spreadsheets (module 3), and presentations (module 4).
Over 14 million people have enrolled on an ECDL course, proving it a popular way to gain and
develop essential workplace IT skills.
If you’re wondering whether an ECDL is right for you, here are a few of the key benefits of
studying:
• It’s the world’s leading computer skills programme
• It requires no previous expertise
• It’s widely recognised by employers
• It provides key skills and knowledge of widely used software which can be directly applied, from
day one, in the work setting

LiBF (Finance) Courses – London Institute of Business and Finance
These courses encourage students to become responsible borrowers and sensible savers, and to
appreciate the need for financial planning throughout their life. It prepares them for further study
by developing the core skills of critical analysis and evaluation, verbal communication (through
classroom discussion) and written communication (through assignments). Students will learn about
the practical and legal constraints on the sources and uses of money, ways of organising their
money through personal budgeting, how to use suitable bank and building society accounts in an
informed way, and the concepts and consequences of overspending and payment default.
The courses also provide a valuable insight into a range of career opportunities in financial
services. They give guidance on how students can improve their employability skills.
Students will study for two qualifications with LiBF; The LiFE Award/Certificate and a Certificate in
Financial Capability and Careers Development.
Both courses consist of a variety of online learning modules and assessments before taking an exam
through the school’s E-Test system.
There is no written examination, and all modules can be studied at a steady pace, guided by the
teacher.
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Welsh Baccalaureate (Skills Challenge)
The Welsh Baccalaureate will help learners to develop the skills they will need for college, university and
life. It will be studied alongside learners’ traditional choices at GCSE or vocational qualifications.
The Welsh Baccalaureate has a clear focus on the following skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Literacy
Numeracy
Digital Literacy
Critical Thinking
Planning and Organisation
Creativity and Innovation
Personal Effectiveness

The above skills will be assessed by completing an Individual Project and three ‘Challenges’.
•
•
•
•

Individual Project (50%)
Enterprise and Employability Challenge (20%)
Community Challenge (15%)
Global Citizenship Challenge (15%)

Upon successful completion of the above, learners will be awarded The Skills Challenge Certificate.
WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE WELSH BACCALAUREATE?
Learners will need to successfully complete the Individual Project and three Challenges to pass the
Welsh Baccalaureate. Learners will also need to show that they have literacy and numeracy skills by
gaining GCSE English Language and GCSE Mathematics – Numeracy. They will also need supporting
qualifications, for example, GCSEs and/or vocational qualifications.
HOW WILL THE WELSH BACCALAUREATE BE ASSESSED?
The Individual Project and Challenges will be marked by your child’s teachers and externally moderated.
The remaining supporting qualifications will be examined as per current GCSE practices.
WHY SHOULD LEARNERS STUDY THE WELSH BACCALAUREATE?
The Welsh Baccalaureate is widely respected and accepted by further education, higher education and
employers across the UK. The Welsh Baccalaureate is recognised as a mark of excellence; trusted,
valued and respected here in Wales, the UK and internationally. It has been designed to help 14 to 19year-olds to develop the skills they will need for college, university, employment and life.
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PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN TO YOUR FORM TUTOR
BY FRIDAY 19 MARCH 2021
You have to choose THREE subjects and a fourth as a reserve.
You CANNOT take DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY and Computing
This form must be signed by BOTH pupil and parent / carer and returned by Friday 19 March 2021.

Name

Form

Teaching Group

Please:
1. Choose three subjects (Remember SWEET would count as 2 options)
2. Write them in the grid below in order of priority
3. Put in a reserve choice of subject
4. Sign the form
5. Ask your parent or guardian to sign it.
6a. Complete the form and hand in this form to your form tutor by FRIDAY 19 MARCH 2021.
6b. If school remains closed at this point please email Mr Goodman as per the instructions on
page 2.

Priority order

Subject

1
2
3
Reserve choice
Please note that you can choose any subjects you want. Options will then be grouped to
accommodate the greatest number of pupils. This does mean however that the final option
groupings might make your original choice impossible. Some subjects may also have to be
withdrawn if too few pupils choose them. You must therefore put down a reserve choice. You
will of course be consulted over any difficulties that may arise from your choices.

Signature (pupil): _______________________________________________________

Signature (parent/guardian): ______________________________________________
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For further information
Visit: www.corpuschristihs.co.uk
Call: 029 2076 1893
Twitter: @corpuschristihs
Corpus Christi Catholic High School
Ty Draw Road, Lisvane, Cardiff CF23 6XL
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